Recent studies have linked a high fat diet to the development of breast cancer, but any genetic basis for this association is poorly understood. We investigated this association with an epistatic analysis of seven cancer traits in a segregating population of mice with metastatic mammary cancer that were fed either a control or a high-fat diet. We used an interval mapping approach with single nucleotide polymorphisms to scan all 19 autosomes, and discovered a number of dietindependent epistatic interactions of quantitative trait loci (QTLs) affecting these traits. More importantly, we also discovered significant epistatic by diet interactions affecting some of the traits that suggested these epistatic effects varied depending on the dietary environment. An analysis of these interactions showed some were due to epistasis that occurred in mice fed only the control diet or only the high-fat diet whereas other interactions were generated by differential effects of epistasis in the two dietary environments. Some of the epistatic QTLs appeared to colocalize with cancer QTLs mapped in other mouse populations and with candidate genes identified from eQTLs previously mapped in this population, but others represented novel modifying loci affecting these cancer traits. It was concluded that these diet-dependent epistatic QTLs contribute to a genetic susceptibility of dietary effects on breast cancer, and their identification may eventually lead to a better understanding that will be needed for the design of more effective treatments for this disease.
Introduction
Breast cancer is a particularly prevalent form of cancer that affects about 12% of all women at some point during their lifetime [1] . For 2010 in the United States, this translates into more than 200,000 women, with nearly 40,000 predicted to die [2] . Death typically results from secondary metastatic disease [3] , with the five-year survival percentage being only 23.4% if the cancer has metastasized [1] . As a consequence, currently there is an intense focus on understanding the genetic and environmental factors controlling metastatic progression with an eventual goal of reducing the mortality associated with this disease.
Although mutations in genes such as BRCA1 and BRCA2 are well known to predispose individuals to an increased risk of breast cancer, it has become clear that the incidence of this disease primarily depends on the action of a number of polygenes [4] [5] [6] . Consistent with this, increasing numbers of quantitative trait loci (QTLs) that affect susceptibility to various mammary cancer traits have been detected, especially in mouse and rat models [7] [8] [9] . There is also mounting evidence that these QTLs often are not independent but instead epistatically interact with other loci to affect the incidence and development of this type of cancer [10] [11] [12] [13] . Some investigators in fact have predicted that interactions of genes may prove to be more important than their single-locus effects in determining the susceptibility of individuals to breast cancer and other human diseases [14, 15] .
Beyond gene-gene interactions, interactions of genes with various environmental factors, especially diet, also are known to influence the risk of breast cancer [16] [17] [18] [19] . Studies suggesting this have been conducted primarily with high-penetrance genes implicated in breast cancer, however, and comprehensive genome scans for QTL by diet interactions affecting cancer traits are almost non-existent. An exception is a recent study by Gordon et al. [9] who analyzed an F 2 intercross population of mice fed either a control or a high fat diet and that carried the PyMT transgene causing them to develop mammary cancer. These investigators discovered QTLs on 10 different autosomes that affected one or more of 8 mammary cancer traits [9] . More importantly, the majority of these QTLs exhibited interactions with the dietary environment, suggesting loci for dietary response. Analysis of these loci showed that most of them were the result of QTL effects that were significant only in mice fed the high-fat and not the control diet [9] .
Given these results indicating that single-locus effects of breast cancer QTLs can differ depending on the dietary environment, we were interested to know whether this might be true for two-locus (epistatic) effects as well. To test this, we made use of the same population of mice analyzed by Gordon et al. [9] , and conducted a genome scan for epistasis and epistasis by diet interactions affecting the cancer traits. We wanted to determine the extent of epistasis affecting these traits and to see whether the cancer QTLs previously found by Gordon et al. [9] might be major players in the epistatic interactions discovered. Our primary interest, however, was to test for significant epistasis X diet interactions affecting the mammary cancer traits. If these exist, it would suggest that there is a genetic link between diet and breast cancer that extends beyond that due to single-locus effects of genes.
Materials and Methods

The population and traits
We used an F 2 population of mice produced from an intercross of two inbred strains, M16i and FVB/NJ-TgN(MMTV-PyMT) 634Mul [9] . The M16i strain was derived from the M16 line that had been subjected to selection for 3-to 6 week body weight gain [20, 21] and FVB contained a PyMT transgene that causes development of mammary tumors and subsequent pulmonary metastases [22] . At four weeks of age, the F 2 mice were randomly allocated (within PyMT genotype and sex) into either a group fed a high-fat diet or a group fed a matched control fat diet. All mice were sacrificed at 11 (females) or 14 (males) weeks of age [23] .
A total of 5 tumor and 3 metastatic traits were measured in all mice carrying the PyMT transgene. The tumor traits included the age of onset of tumors (TOID) recorded in days, as well as the total number of mammary tumors (TC) scored after sacrifice. In addition, weights (in g) were recorded for the inguinal (TI) and axillary (TA) tumors and their total (TTW = TI + TA). The metastatic traits were obtained by evaluating the metastases present on the lung surface and those observed in formalin-fixed lung sections. Specifically, these traits included the total number of surface metastases present (MET), and two traits measured only in female mice lung sections: the density of metastases (AMD), and the number of metastatic lesions per square micron of lung tissue (AMN). Further details regarding the scoring/measurement of these 8 traits are given in Gordon et al. [9] .
For several reasons, the sample sizes for these 8 traits were reduced from the total number of PyMT+ mice (264: 106 males, 158 females), and also varied considerably among the traits. For the tumor traits, some mice did not develop tumors, and all zero values were treated as missing data because we could not determine whether these mice might have developed tumors if given more time beyond the sacrifice date. Thus the sample size for TOID was 210 and for TC and TA, it was 217. For TI the sample size was 149 because no inguinal tumors developed in males and thus this total was for females only. TTW also had a sample size of 149 since we used only the female values for the total of both inguinal and axillary tumors. The numbers of metastatic traits were reduced further because a substantial proportion of PyMT+ mice failed to develop the disseminated (lung) tumors by the time of sacrifice. Also, the values for MET in male mice all were 0 and thus we used female values only, their sample size being 63. For AMN and AMD, the total sample size (again for females only) was 86. For each trait, the number of mice fed the high-fat diet (mean = 55) was slightly higher than the number fed the control diet (mean = 51). In summary, phenotypic data of varying sample sizes were available for the analysis of all 8 traits in females, and TOID, TC, and TA in males.
We used tail samples to obtain DNA for single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) genotyping of all F 2 mice. A total of 124 fully informative SNPs that were polymorphic between the two strains were chosen to provide coverage of all 19 autosomes. A list of these SNP markers with their locations and intermarker distances in cM is provided in Gordon et al. [23] . We used all available information from this SNP genotyping in the development of the linkage map via Map Manager QTXb20 [24] , and in the subsequent QTL analysis.
Preliminary analyses
Prior to the epistasis analyses, we first examined the distributions of the eight tumor/ metastatic traits (after adjustment for potential diet effects). All traits exhibited significant skewness, so we logged their values and this was successful in promoting normality in all traits except TC. In females, 124 of the total of 149 individuals exhibited 10 tumors, so the distribution of TC was not informative. Similarly, 57 of the 68 total males exhibited either 1 or 2 tumors; so for both sexes, we omitted this trait from the analysis. After the logarithmic transformation, we also tested for sexual dimorphism in the two traits measured in both sexes (TOID and TA), and results were significant (P < 0.01) in all cases. Preliminary epistasis analyses also showed that these two traits were affected by extensive sex by epistasis interactions. Because of these sex-specific effects, therefore, all epistastic analyses of TOID and TA were conducted separately for males and for females. Epistastic analyses of the 5 remaining traits were conducted only for females.
To implement the epistatic analyses, we initially derived additive and dominance genotypic index values at and between flanking SNP markers on each chromosome in the manner previously described [25] . This allowed us to conduct scans for epistasis and epistatic interactions affecting the tumor and metastatic traits among all pairs of locations 2 cM apart for each of the 171 pairs of 19 autosomes.
Diet-independent epistasis scans
For the diet-independent epistasis scans, we used the MIXED procedure in SAS (SAS, version 9.2; SAS Institute, Cary, NC) with the following model: (1) In this model y is the trait, and the independent variables included are the additive (X a1 and X a2 ) and dominance genotypic index values (X d1 and X d2 ), the X a1
★ X a2 , and X d1 ★ X d2 terms that represent their pairwise epistatic products, and the residual, ε. The model included two random classification factors, replicate litters and dams [23] , and diet as a fixed classification factor used to adjust for potential effects of differences in the control versus high fat diet. Age also was used as a covariate for those traits measured at sacrifice (all except TOID) to adjust for any effects due to age differences.
These analyses generated a −2 ln likelihood value at each pair of sites that we subtracted from the comparable value at the same sites obtained in a reduced model that included only the dam, litters, and diet (and where appropriate, age) terms. We evaluated the difference between these two values via a chi-square test with 8 degrees of freedom, and transformed its associated probability into a LOD score as follows: log 10 (1/probability). If the highest LOD score for each combination of chromosomes exceeded the appropriate 5% genomewise threshold value (see below), it was considered significant. For those pairs of sites reaching significance in the full model, we subtracted the 2 ln likelihood value generated from the comparable value obtained in a reduced model containing all except the four epistasis terms. This difference was evaluated with a chi-square test associated with 4 degrees of freedom, and if significant (P < 0.05), epistasis was assumed to be present. All combinations exhibiting diet-independent epistasis also were tested for interactions with diet (see below), although none reached significance in these tests.
Where significant diet-independent epistasis occurred, we estimated the four orthogonal epistatic components (aa, ad, da, dd) from regression coefficients and tested them for significance (P < 0.05) using single degree-of-freedom F-tests. The aa (additive by additive) mode of epistasis occurs when the single-locus additive genotypic value (half the difference of the values for the two homozygotes) at a given locus (A) differs depending on what genotype (B/B, B/b, or b/b) is at another locus (B) and vice versa. The ad (additive by dominance) mode of epistasis occurs when the single locus additive genotypic value for a locus A differs depending on the genotype at another locus B whereas the single-locus dominance genotypic value (difference between the heterozygous and mid-homozygote values) at B differs depending on the locus A genotype (and vice versa for da epistasis). Finally, the dd (dominance by dominance) mode of epistasis occurs when the single-locus dominance genotypic value at locus A differs depending on the genotype at locus B and vice versa [26] .
It also was of interest to calculate the impact of diet-independent epistasis on the phenotypic variation in each of the cancer traits. We did this by first adjusting each trait for the effects of dams, litters, and diet (and where appropriate, age) with the reduced mixed model described above. For each trait, we then ran two separate multiple regression analyses on the residuals generated from the mixed model. In one model, the independent variables were all single-locus effects associated with each two-locus epistatic interaction that reached significance in the epistasis runs; in the second model, the independent variables included both these single locus variables as well as all epistatic components (aa, etc.) reaching significance. The percentage effect of epistasis was then assessed as (100 times) the difference between the adjusted R 2 values from the two models. Thus for each trait, this value assessed the variation contributed by epistasis beyond that contributed by single-locus effects.
Diet-dependent epistasis scans
We also performed similar genome scans for each of the traits to search for interactions of epistasis with diet (diet-dependent epistasis). These scans used a basic model similar to (1) above but which included four interactions of the pairwise epistatic products with diet: (2) This full model was tested for significance by comparing its −2 ln likelihood value again with that from a reduced model using only dam, litters, and diet (also age where appropriate). The difference between these likelihood values from these two models was evaluated by a chi-square statistic associated with 12 d.f., and was considered significant if the LOD score calculated from the probability exceeded the threshold level of significance. Where significance occurred, epistasis by diet interactions were tested by comparing the full model (2) above with another reduced model identical to the full model but not containing the four epistasis by diet interaction terms. Those (4 d.f.) chi-square tests reaching significance (P < 0.05) were considered to indicate significant diet by epistasis interactions affecting the traits.
When significant diet by epistasis interactions occurred, they were interpreted as representing epistasis for dietary response. We investigated the nature of this response by testing for significant epistasis separately in each of the two (control and high fat) diet groups. We used model (1) above and the same approach already described to calculate LOD scores in each dietary group. LOD scores of 1.30 (P < 0.05) or higher were regarded as statistically significant. Using this criterion, we tallied the number of epistatic effects for each trait that were significant in one dietary environment but not the other, as well as the remaining number of those showing significant LOD scores in both groups and nonsignificant LOD scores in both groups (differential epistatic effects).
Threshold levels of significance
We conducted hundreds of epistasis and epistasis by diet interaction tests for each of the seven cancer traits, and it therefore was important to establish appropriate threshold levels of significance. We proceeded by first calculating the number of independent markers on each chromosome using the method advocated by Li and Ji [27] . The sum of the crossproducts of these values was 3172, which is an estimate of the total number of independent epistasis tests. This enabled us to calculate a 0.05 Bonferroni threshold probability (P) by 0.05/3172 = 0.0000157, equivalent to a LOD score of log 10 (1/P) = 4.80. According to this calculation, any test for epistasis or an epistasis X diet interaction generating a LOD score of 4.80 or higher would be considered significant at the 5% genomewise level. We also derived a threshold for suggestive epistasis (and epistasis X diet interactions) by dividing 0.2 by 3172 that translates into a LOD score of 4.20. This seemed an appropriate compromise between the stringent 5% genomewise level and the quite liberal definition of suggestive linkage proposed for single-locus testing by Lander and Krugylak [28] as a LOD score that is expected to occur in a genome scan once by chance alone (1/3172; LOD = 3.50). We found the Lander/Kruglyak threshold useful to compare trends among the epistatic interactions (see the discussion below), and refer to all interactions associated with a LOD score of 3.50 or better as meeting the liberal threshold. However, results are presented only for those epistatic interactions reaching the suggestive or significant thresholds.
The validity of the suggestive and significant threshold LOD scores estimated as described above depends on whether the epistasis models conform to the null model expectation. Thus with no epistatic effects, these models should generate a LOD score of 1.30 (equivalent to a probability of 0.05) 5% of the time and a LOD of 0.70 20% of the time. To test this for each trait, we simulated 1000 samples (with size equal to that for the specific trait) of two independent loci (A and B) each with two alleles (A 1 and A 2 , B 1 and B 2 ) at equal frequencies. We assigned additive genotypic index values of −1, 0, and +1 and dominance genotypic index values of −0.5, +0.5, and 0.5, respectively, for A 1 A 1 and B 1 B 1 homozygotes, A 1 A 2 and B 1 B 2 heterozygotes, and A 2 A 2 and B 2 B 2 homozygotes. For each trait, we then ran the epistasis and epistasis X diet models as before but using the simulated genotypic data to generate LOD scores. This allowed us to examine the 95th and 80th percentile values in the LOD score distributions to see if they conformed to expectations. In nearly all instances, we found that the LOD scores exceeded the expected values, suggesting that our models for most traits were biased and that the thresholds of 4.80 and 4.20 were too low.
To arrive at more appropriate thresholds, therefore, we generated simulations as before, but this time for each of 3, 6, 12, 20, and 50 independent pairs of loci. We ran the epistasis models for each trait on 1000 simulated samples and identified the highest LOD score in each run. We then used the 95th (and 80th) percentile value from the LOD distributions from each of the five cases of different numbers of loci for use as the dependent variable in a linear regression. In this model, the log of the number of pairs of loci (n) served as the independent variable, allowing us to estimate the y-intercept a, and the slope, b: LOD = a + b[log 10 (n)]. This equation shows that the LOD scores should increase linearly with increasing numbers of locus pairs. For each trait, we found this to be the case, and therefore used the intercepts and slopes calculated from these regressions to predict the threshold value for n = 3172 tests. In this manner, we estimated significant and suggestive threshold LOD values specific for each of the traits in tests both of diet-independent and dietdependent epistasis. All estimated significant thresholds in fact exceeded 4.80, and 13 of the 14 suggestive thresholds exceeded 4.20 (see Results below).
Results
We discovered a total of 28 diet-independent epistatic interactions affecting the cancer traits (Table 1) . Only two of these interactions generated LOD scores that exceeded the 5% genomewise threshold values, one involving QTLs on chromosome 4 and 17 affecting TOID in males, and a second involving QTLs on chromosomes 1 and 3 affecting AMN in females. All other interactions were suggestive of epistasis. Nearly 1/3 of all interactions (9) occurred for TOID in males, although no epistasis was detected for TA in males. Two epistatic interactions affected TOID in females, neither of which is the same for those affecting TOID in males. Some interactions affected more than one trait, but these instances of epistatic pleiotropy occurred mostly for closely associated traits. Thus both epistatic interactions affecting AMN are precisely the same as two of the three affecting AMD. Similarly, QTLs involved in three of the five interactions affecting TI are at the same or similar locations on identical chromosomal pairs as three of the four affecting TTW (TI + TA). Chromosome 1 was most involved in these interactions (9 occurrences), and was particularly noticeable for AMN and AMD where it occurred in all five interactions affecting these two traits. Significant effects for the aa and dd epistatic values appeared to predominate among the tumor and (especially) the metastatic traits, but the overall distribution of aa, ad/da, and dd values (17, 27, 19) a chi-square test) . The percentage impact of the significant epistatic components on the phenotypic variability in the traits was substantial, ranging from 15% to 41% and averaging 27.1%.
( Figure 1A ) illustrates an example of primarily dominance by dominance (dd) epistatic effects on TOID in females generated by an interaction of QTLs on chromosomes 1 and 7. We calculated the expected values for each of the nine genotypes in this interaction from the coefficients produced in the epistasis solutions and the expectations given by Wolf et al. [29] . Note that the chromosome 1 QTL showed underdominance (heterozygote less than either homozygote) when associated with the homozygous genotypes on chromosome 7, but partial dominance when associated with the heterozygous genotype on chromosome 7. Similarly, the chromosome 7 QTL exhibited underdominance, but only when associated with the homozygous genotypes of the chromosome 1 QTL. (Figure 1B) illustrates a more complicated pattern of significant additive by additive and dominance by dominance effects on MET in females generated from a pair of QTLs on chromosome 10 and 19. Note that the additive effect (difference between the homozygotes) of the QTL on chromosome 10 was particularly pronounced when associated with the MM chromosome 19 homozygote. Additionally, the QTL on chromosome 19 exhibited partial dominance when associated with the homozygous genotypes of the chromosome 10 QTL, but underdominance when associated with the chromosome 10 heterozygous genotype.
We discovered a total of 22 diet by epistasis interactions affecting the cancer traits ( Table 2 ). The genomewise threshold LOD scores tended to be higher than those for the epistasis analyses (Table 1) , although two diet by epistasis interactions reached significance at this level. Both occurred in male mice, one affecting TOID and one affecting TA. More than half of these interactions (13) affected TOID in males, with none being detected for TA, TTW, and AMN in females. As was the case with the epistasis results, the chromosome pairs involved in the diet by epistasis interactions affecting TOID in males were quite distinct from those affecting this trait in females. Chromosomal pairs for all 22 interactions were distinct with chromosomes 1 and 11 involved in the greatest number of interactions (5 each). The distribution of significant interactions of the aa, ad/da, and dd components with diet over all traits (13, 23, and 14) followed the expected 1:2:1 ratio (P = 0.84 in a chi-square test). For nine of the epistasis by diet interactions, significant epistasis occurred about equally in mice fed the control versus the high fat diet (4:5). For the remaining 13 interactions, differential effects occurred in which there was significant epistasis in both dietary environments or in neither dietary environment.
( Figure 2) illustrates two examples of epistatic effects that differ in the two dietary environments. (Figure 2A ) illustrates epistatic effects on TOID in males generated from the interaction of QTLs on chromosomes 11 and 17. Notice that the aa, ad, and da epistatic effects differed in sign (differential epistasis) in male mice fed the control versus the high fat diet. In the line diagram, this effect may be seen by the varying degrees of dominance especially noticeable in the high fat diet. (Figure 2B ) shows the effects of epistasis on MET in female mice generated from an interaction of QTLs on chromosome 17 and 18. Again differential epistasis was present whereby the aa and ad epistatic components differ in sign in mice fed the control versus the high fat diet. Particularly noticeable were the extreme values for the MMMM control females and the FFMM females fed the high fat diet.
Discussion
Diet-independent epistatic effects
The primary purpose of this study was to test for epistasis and epistasis X diet interactions affecting the mammary cancer traits in our population of mice. We expected to detect epistasis because significant epistatic interactions of genes affecting these or similar traits have been reported in several studies with mice and rats [7,10,12,13,30,] . In fact we discovered a total of 28 diet-independent epistatic interactions, one or more of which affected all of the cancer traits except TA in males. While only two of the 28 interactions were significant at the 5% experimentwise level, the remaining 26 suggestive instances also offer strong evidence for diet-independent epistasis. This is because we established a rather stringent suggestive threshold level ensuring that in the entire genome scan for each trait, there should have been only a 20% chance of a false positive. Since we did analyze seven traits, however, this does imply that one (0.2 × 7 = 1.4) or perhaps two of the 26 suggestive interactions might be false instances of diet-independent epistasis.
It is of interest to determine the extent to which the diet-independent epistatic interactions might involve QTLs for the cancer traits mapped by Gordon et al. [9] . We compared single and two-locus QTL locations, and found that 24 of the 56 total QTLs from the 28 epistatic pairs (Table 1) were located within 20 cM of one or more of the cancer QTLs. This result suggests that less than one half of the QTLs epistatically affecting the cancer traits may be the same as the cancer QTLs previously identified in this population. The remaining epistatic QTLs are new to this mouse population, and represent additional modifying loci affecting the cancer traits. The two diet-independent epistatic interactions reaching genomewise significance provide examples. One of these interactions involves QTLs on chromosomes 4 (72 cM) and 17 (19 cM) affecting TOID in males (Table 1) . Gordon et al. [9] detected a QTL on chromosome 17 affecting TOID in males (although at 51 cM), but found no QTLs on chromosome 4. We also discovered an epistatic interaction involving QTLs on chromosomes 1 (36 cM) and 3 (46 cM) that significantly affected MET in females. Although the chromosome 1 epistatic QTL may be the same as a QTL previously found on this same chromosome (at 7 cM), Gordon et al. [9] did not find any cancer QTLs on chromosome 3.
Some of the diet-independent epistatic QTLs may be the same as cancer loci previously mapped in other mouse populations. This seems particularly likely for epistatic QTLs on chromosomes 9 and 19. Thus we found a QTL on chromosome 9 (at 54-56 cM) epistatically interacting with QTLs on chromosomes 8 and 13 to affect TOID in males, and it colocalizes with a QTL on this chromosome at 55 cM previously found to affect tumor latency (Apmt2; [10] ) and tumor number (Mmom1; [8] ). Similarly, the QTL we found on chromosome 19 (4-9 cM) interacting with QTLs on chromosomes 10 and 11 to affect MET in females may very well be the same as a QTL (Mtes1) previously mapped on this chromosome (at 4 cM) that also affects metastasis of mammary cancer [31] . With the liberal threshold, two additional epistatic interactions of the QTL on chromosome 19 (at 5 cM) with QTLs on chromosome 14 and 18 affect MET. These results suggest that this chromosome 19 QTL may be an important player in diet-independent epistatic interactions that influence metastasis of mammary cancer.
The diet-independent epistatic interactions we discovered featured a rich architectural mixture, with the significant orthogonal components (aa, ad/da, and dd) present in expected (1:2:1) proportions and contributing substantially (average of 27%) to the phenotypic variation in the cancer traits. In general those traits affected by the greatest number of significant components (especially TOID in males) showed the highest percentage contributions, although just two significant components from a single epistatic interaction accounted for 15.2% of the variation in TI in males (Table 1) . Given the small sample sizes involved for the cancer traits as well as the possibility of one or two false instances of epistasis, however, these contributions likely are inflated to some degree. On the other hand, we did not use any of the diet-dependent epistatic interactions in our calculations, and their inclusion surely would have increased the percentage estimates. So although we cannot know what the precise impact of epistasis was on the cancer traits, it appears to be considerable.
Diet-dependent epistatic effects
While it was instructive to document the numbers and patterns of diet-independent epistatic effects on the cancer traits, our major objective was to see whether we could discover effects from epistatic interactions that could be altered by the dietary environment (diet-dependent epistasis). In fact we found 22 epistasis by diet interactions affecting the cancer traits, including two that were significant at the 5% genomewise level. This level is somewhat less than the 28 instances of epistasis alone affecting the traits, although the significant and suggestive threshold LOD values (means = 5.89, 4.90) used for testing these interactions were somewhat higher than those used in the epistasis tests (means = 5.52, 4.54). Use of the liberal threshold generated 90 diet-dependent epistatic interactions affecting the cancer traits (results not shown), nearly the same as the 91 instances of diet-independent epistatic interactions. In general, therefore, we have evidence that, like single-locus effects of QTLs [9] , epistatic effects on the cancer traits can be influenced by the dietary environment.
Although chromosomal contributions in the diet-independent and diet-dependent epistatic interactions (Tables 1 and 2 ) appear to be generally similar, for any given trait, the chromosomes and the QTLs they harbor may differ considerably between these two types of interactions. For example, MET was affected by only one diet-dependent epistatic interaction (Table 2; Figure 2 ), and it did not involve the QTL on chromosome 19 (at 4-9 cM) that was so prevalent among diet-independent interactions affecting this trait (Table 1) . Chromosome 19 is involved in three of the 16 diet by epistasis interactions generated using the liberal threshold, but the QTLs in two of these three instances may not be the same because they are more distally located (19 and 33 cM) . A QTL on chromosome 17 (at 27-29 cM) is much more prominent, however, being involved in 6 of the 16 interactions. This QTL may be the same as one affecting mammary tumor metastatic progression found by Hunter et al. (2001) at a nearly identical position (25 cM) on chromosome 17. Whatever its identity, however, this QTL appears to play a central role in epistatic interactions affecting MET. But unlike the chromosome 19 QTL, the epistatic effects of this QTL on chromosome 17 depend entirely on the dietary environment. In fact, no QTL on chromosome 17 was involved in any of the 13 diet-independent epistatic interactions affecting MET generated with the liberal threshold. We should expect that QTLs with these sorts of diet-dependent effects often will be missed in standard epistasis analyses conducted with homogeneous dietary environments or in those in which adjustments are made for potential dietary effects.
At the sites on the 22 pairs of chromosomes where diet-dependent epistatic interactions affected the cancer traits (Table 2 ), significant epistasis occurred about equally in mice fed the control (4) and high fat diet (5) . For the 90 epistasis by diet interactions produced using the liberal threshold, however, significant epistasis occurred more often in male mice fed the high fat rather than the control diet (9:2; P = 0.034 in a chi-square test) whereas the reverse was true for females (7:20; P = 0.012 in a chi square test). In females this trend was particularly apparent for TOID where 11 significant diet by epistasis interactions occurred in the control group and none occurred in the high fat group. This trend for females is opposite to that found (in both sexes) by Gordon et al. [9] in their single-locus QTL analysis of the cancer traits. This suggests that the expression of single-and two-locus effects of QTLs on these traits can vary considerably depending on the dietary environment.
As an example of this, Gordon et al. [9] , found a QTL on chromosome 13 (19 cM) that affected TOID in females equally in both the high-fat and control diet. But we also found a QTL on chromosome 13 (at 13 cM) that interacted with a QTL on chromosome 5 (at 29 cM) to affect TOID significantly only in mice fed the control diet (Table 2 ). These QTLs on chromosome 13 may well represent the same gene, and if so, this suggests that the singlelocus effects of this gene are altered by another (epistatic) gene, but only in mice fed the control diet. Other QTLs [9] and epistatic interactions of QTLs (Table 2 ) may affect TOID in females as well, so the net genetic impact on this trait would be sum of all of these effects. Only if the preponderance of all such effects on cancer traits tends to be expressed in one (e.g., high fat) dietary environment might we expect to find a genetic link between diet and mammary cancer.
Identity of the QTLs
What might be the identity of these epistatic QTLs affecting the cancer traits? Fortunately, some possibilities may be inferred from an eQTL analyses conducted by Gordon et al. [32] and La Merrill et al. [33] using female PyMT mice from this same population. Gordon et al. [32] found over 200 cis-acting eQTLs scattered among all 19 autosomes, with a number being possible candidate genes for the diet-independent QTLs we discovered. Two examples are Man2a1 that is a candidate for an epistatic QTL on chromosome 17 affecting MET, and Wwc2 that is a candidate for an epistatic QTL on chromosome 8 affecting TI and AMD. Gordon et al. [32] also tested for interactions of cis eQTLs with diet, and detected just 15 significant instances of these interactions, the majority (9) of which were generated by significant eQTL effects in the control diet only. Among these 15 eQTLs, Gdi3, D14Ertd449e, and Notch4, respectively, appear to be reasonable candidates for dietdependent epistatic QTLs on chromosomes 13, 14, and 17. La Merrill et al. [33] developed a list of candidate metastasis virulence and found that a central player in this network was Vegfa, vascular endothelial growth factor A. This gene was upregulated in mice fed the high-fat diet [33] , and has been associated with metastatic breast cancer [34] . Vegfa is located on chromosome 17 at 23 cM, and thus is a candidate for the epistatic QTL we discovered on this chromosome (at 27 cM) interacting with a QTL on chromosome 18 to affect MET (Table 2) .
Conclusions
We have demonstrated that epistasis affects the cancer traits measured in our F 2 population of mice. While this was not unexpected because of occasional reports of significant interactions of cancer QTLs, our genome scan revealed a number of novel QTLs throughout the genome that participate in interactions affecting these kinds of traits. More importantly, however, we also have shown that these epistatic effects sometimes vary depending on the dietary environment. Although Gordon et al. [9] showed that single-locus QTL effects on these traits are often diet-dependent, we now can say that this appears to be the case for twolocus, epistatic effects of QTLs as well. The link between diet and the development of cancer remains obscure, but clearly its genetical basis must involve some of the dietdependent two-locus epistatic interactions we have uncovered. Identifying the candidate genes that these QTLs represent will be difficult, but once this is accomplished and the role of some of the major players elucidated, this should help us better understand metastatic cancer in individuals and design more effective personalized treatments and interventions for this disease.
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Logarithm of the odds Epistatic effects on cancer traits in mice fed separate diets. Each example includes a bar diagram that shows the epistatic effects of two QTLs on the trait in each dietary group (* = P < 0.05). There also is a second line diagram that shows how epistasis in each group affects the relationship among the nine genotypic values (M = gene from M16i line, F = gene from FVB line) generated from the interaction of the two QTLs. Figure 2A illustrates epistatic effects of QTLs on chromosomes 11 and 17 on TOID in male mice that are significant in both dietary environments (differential effects). Figure 2B illustrates differential epistatic effects of QTLs on chromosomes 17 and 18 on MET in female mice. Table 1 Summary of epistatic interactions affecting the tumor and metastatic traits in male and female mice. Summary of the diet by epistasis interactions affecting cancer traits in male and female mice. 
